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Abstract 

In the first chapter we will have a look at the transformation and evolution of a 

photo-camera which on its way to become a medium of communication came a long way 

from cumbersome glass-plate machinery to the current ubiquitous day-to-day personal 

digital companion. In the second chapter we will explore the effects of digitisation on 

the theoretical notion of photography and its position in the present context. Next we 

will touch on the movement of pragmatism (primarily those versions of Charles Sanders 

Peirce and William James) that will allow us to regard our matter as a more holistic 

interactive problem than dissected pieces of a puzzle; and we will also recapitulate parts 

of Peirce' s theory of signs that are relevant to our cause. The fourth chapter is about the 

ability of symbolic reasoning - a feature so unique in the world that it is only found in 

humans and whose principles are very close to the thought-sign system that Peirce 

devised. In the fifth and last chapter we will see how all that connects to the 

photographs themselves when they are used in the current digital intention-laden 

semiotic manner. 

Abstrakt 

V prvni kapitole se podivame na transformaci a evoluci fotoaparatu, ktery na sve 

ceste za pfemenou v komunikaeni medium urazil dlouhou cestu z faze neohrabaneho 

stroje na sklenene desky do faze vsudyptitomneho osobniho digitalniho spolecnika pro 

kazdy den. Ve druhe kapitole prozkoumame dopad digitalizace na teoreticke pojeti 

fotografie a na jeji pozici v kontextu soueasnosti. Dale se dotkneme hnuti pragmatismu 

(primarne verzi Charlse Sanderse Peirce a Williama Jamese), coz nam umozni nahlizet 

na nase tema jako na problem vice holisticko-interaktivni nez jako na fragmetovane 

kusy skladacky. Ctvrta kapitola je venovana schopnosti symbolickeho mysleni - ve svete 

tak unikatniho prvku, ze je k nalezne pouze u lidskeho druhu, a jehoz principy se velice 

blizi myslenkovo-znakovemu systemu n avrzen eho Peircem. V pate a posledni kapitole 



uvidime, jak to vse lze spojit s samotn-ym fotografiim, kdyz jsou pouzity soueasn-ym 

digitalnim intecinalnim semiotickym zpusobem. 
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1 Never mind the Derrideans. 
2 Although this division is purely theoretical as some argue (see BICKHARD, 2007). 
3 Starting with Austin and furhter developped and re-worked by Strawson, Searl, and Schiffer 
negotating nuances that we decided not to follow here since we do not plan to argue for 
equivalence of photography to language in this aspect. 





 

 





 

4 Nature, as Batchen shows, was a very complex term in those days and used for many nowadays 
distinctive areas. Mainly, however, nature was considered as being orderly and beautiful and 
photography was seen as providing for capturing this exhaustive perfect ordering (see BATCHEN, 
1997: 58-60). 



 





 

 

5 Who carries a pencil and paper with them today anyway, right? 



 



 

6 To that point 7 182 406 565 
7 Except maybe sending photos via MMS. But then there are phablets – devices on the verge of 
smartphones and tables so let’s not draw too strong lines here. 



 

 



 

 

 

 



 

8 In Crary’s sense. 



 



 



 



 



 





 



 



 

9  „[…] sein einmaliges Dasein an dem Orte, an dem es sich befindet” (BENJAMIN, n.d.: 4) 



 

10 “Und indem sie der Reproduktion erlaubt, dem Aufnehmenden in seiner jeweiligen Situation 
entgegenzukommen, aktualisiert sie das Reproduzierte.“ 





 

 



 

 





 



 



 

 



 



 

 



11 Thomas Short writes thoroughly on this matter and we shall not go into details of development of 
Peirce’s conception, nor will we distinguish between his use of “phenomenology” and 
“phaneroscopy” since for our purpose their synonymity can be stated. 





 

12 We are far from the ambition to attempt to cover the whole system within its complexity but to 
present the main line of the theory which should allow us to see the connections with the topic of 
pictorial utterance. 



 

13 That is why depicting Peirce’s sign as a triangle is a misunderstanding as the interrelatedness would 
thus be limited. 



 





 

 



 

 



 

14 As Short writes – to the dynamic object (see SHORT, 2007: 214). 







 





 

15 For possibilites of furher divisions of sign see for example FARIAS – QUEIROZ. 







 

16 The matter is even more complicated when we consider brain and body proportion in our species 
and enlargement of specific areas that would be expected to be developped significantly if speech 
was present. So although some suggest that vocal skills could have incresaed with Homo habilis, the 
absence of of enlargement of the thoracic spinal cord, containing motor neurons controling 
intercostal muscles and other trunk muscles involved in breathing, in Homo erectus can be 
interpreted that speech was still not present (conf. DEACON, 1997: 252 and WALKER – SHIPMAN, 
1996). 



17 A theory challenged (not very successfully) by Daniel L. Everett and his research of the Pirahã 
language. (See the discussion in EVERETT, 2007) 



 





18 After the tool-making experiment of Morgan and colleagues this is, not surprisingly the second 
time we see that interaction and feedback significantly increases the success rate of the studied 
communication phenomena. 



 



19 Although new and more detailed findings have been made since, the brain area ratio holds (conf. 
JACKOWSKI et al., 2009). 





 



 

20 The “point of contact” of Austin’s and Peirce’s conception is explored in more detail by Short 
(conf. SHORT, 2007: 243). 



21 The “utterance” can be understood both in a process-sense and a product-sense, that is either 
referring to the process of uttering or the product of the process. Under speech acts we understand 
the former, that is, denoting a particular part of the production of utterances. 
22 It is important to note that the empirical study of van House and colleagues was made on group of 
60 participants that were provided cameraphones to which special photo-sharing system had to be 
pre-loaded and unlimited internet connection. It was only after 2005 that smartphones started their 
true reign and as we have seen in chapter 1 the situation has developped significantly. 
23 And this is also the third time we see a significant community effect. 



 

24 Known as the “selfie” – a word that was born in 2002 in an Australian internet forum 
(Blog.oxforddictionaries.com) 



25 It is not our primary goal to discuss the notion of the problems. We have adapted the term 
“common ground” as used by Benny P.H. Lee based on his thorough exploration of the problem of 
terminology of and of his account of how to overcome the problem of Mutual Knowledge Paradox 
(A knows X, B knows that A knows X, A knows that B knows that A knows X et cetera ad infinitum). 
For detailed discussion why “mutual knowledge” is not a viable notion see LEE, 2001. 
26 E.g., mutual knowledge, shared knowledge, common knowledge, background knowledge, 
common belief, shared belief etc. 
27 In the notion of “Communicational Interpretant” we can see a) Peirce’s realistic status of relations 
themselves, b) and an advantageous step that does not assume that by sharing a belief by 
communicators their beliefs need to conflate to one; I may share my belief with another person, the 
beliefs held by us, however, still belong to us and cannot be somehow “extracted” out of our minds. 



 



28 In pragmatic approach this would be provided by the framework of “ecological optics” known 
from James J. Gibson and relationships between solid visual angles as opposed to “traditional” 
conception of points of light falling on objects. Ambient light contains information that is emitted or 
reflected by surfaces. Since our perception is three dimensional, it would require tedious 
computational brain work to (re)construct a 3D object from a simple “flat” retinal image. 
Additionally, it would also implicitly assume a form of dualism where some sort of 
encoding/decoding must take place. Alternatively, the ambient optic array has this information 
included in itself as it comes to a viewer who is stationed in a specific place in the world. See GIBSON, 
1986 for more detail. 



29 Both “ancrage” and “relais” terms of Roland Barthes (see BARTHES, 2002). 





30 There is a very popular issue present in transcultural communication studies concerning the 
concept of “silence” in languages of Aboriginal cultures where it is common to wait between 
utterances for a moment simply to consider the answer and the silence is not to be understood as a 
turn-changing signal. In Western cultures, in comparison, silence is generally interpreted as either 
ignorance or lack of interest etc. 



31 To perceive an image with an average amount of information we need from about 1.5 to 2.5 
seconds. The meaning of about only ten words can be recalled in such a time span whereas 
information value of the words would be significantly lower (KROEBER-RIEHL – ESCH, 2000). 
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